Happy Customers!
Ashcott electrical is amazing. My wife
and I could not be happier with the
work they did in our house. Kevin,
Kyle, and Sean were prompt and
extremely efficient. They exceeded
every expectation we had and took the
time to explain what they did. They did
such a good job cleaning up that it
doesn’t even look like they were here. If
you want a friendly and professional
electrical job done I highly recommend
using this company.
“Mark Janiga”
I highly recommend Ashcott electrical.
They installed a whole home generator
for me this week. Everyone, from Andy
in sales, Scott in operations, Travis and
Dillon who installed and Mike the start
up person were outstanding. A seamless
installation from start to finish.
“Jeanne Terski”
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The Pros and Cons of Investing in an Electrical Home
Automation System
Thanks to home automation systems like Control 4
and the Nest system, our homes are growing
smarter. But what advantages and disadvantages do
these electrical upgrades offer to the average
homeowner? And how can you decide whether or
not the investment makes sense? Take a look at the
pros and cons of this rapidly growing industry to
discover if home automation can enhance your
lifestyle.
What is a Home Automation System?
These electrical control systems allow homeowners
to monitor and operate various elements of their
home from a central panel or by using mobile phone
and computer apps while away from the house.
Systems commonly wired into popular home
automation systems include:

·

security systems

·

door bells and door locks

·

lighting

·

home comfort systems like heating and cooling

·

home entertainment systems, including audio
and visual components

·

irrigation

·

intercoms

·

window shades

Prices range anywhere from $5,000 and up,
depending on the size of your home and the
limitations of the system. Low cost, focused options
like the Nest programmable thermostat offer very
basic automation, while more involved systems like
Control 4 start at the $5,000 level and move up.
Pros of Investing in Home Automation
We live in a digital age, and have gotten used to
surroundings that react instantaneously to our
desires and comfort level. From remote controls to
apps at our fingers tips, modern families want their
home systems to respond quickly and efficiently. If
possible, we want things to operate behind the
scenes while still allowing us the flexibility to
customize and tweak as necessary. High quality
home automation systems allow homeowners to
control and customize electrical systems with
minimal effort.
You should be able to save energy with this type of
electrical system. Although you do need to use
additional electricity to operate the computer and
maintain communication between other household
systems, the amount of power potentially saved far
outweighs the typical usage.
Automated systems that keep track of your
temperature settings, and combine that information
with real time weather and calendar data, allow you
to keep the rooms in your home comfortable with
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Get out and Explore
There are so many Michigan May
events to see, do and explore!! No
way you will be bored this
month! Let's start traveling Michigan!
Holland Tulip Festival May 7-15,
2022. It's one of the hottest May,
Michigan events of the month!
The First Friday Art Walk is a
community event held the first Friday of each month in downtown
Grand Rapids. 6:00-9:00 p.m. May
6, 2022. Avenue for the Arts, 100 S.
Division Avenue, Grand Rapids, MI. On the first Friday of every
month, South Division Ave is the
place to be for art lovers! See artwork created by local artists, handmade goods, and food and drink
specials.
Hot Air Balloon Championships
Frankenmuth, May 27-30,
2022. Flights are early morning and
later evening weather permitting.
These hot air balloon championships are one of our favorite
events!
St. Mary’s Polish Country Fair,
May 27-29, 2022. A Michigan tradition for years, this annual fair is
held at St. Mary’s Preparatory
School campus, which overlooks
Orchard Lake. It is a popular Memorial Day weekend event. Enjoy
carnival rides (including an 80-foot
roller coaster!), music, dancing,
kids activities, entertainment and
authentic Polish food.

The Pros and Cons of Investing in an Electrical Home
Automation System
minimal energy usage. A few examples of how your
home automation system can help to cut energy
usage include:

money, and discuss installation options with an
experienced contractor to be sure the system will
work in your home.

·

keeping temperatures lower at times when your
house remains empty

·

setting different rooms at different
temperatures to properly reflect your lifestyle

·

avoid heating the rooms you're not using or
distributing lower levels of heat to rarely used
areas

·

shutting off lights when rooms are left empty

Many of the latest home automation packages also
come with a monthly subscription fee. A limited
number of features are offered at no charge, but a
monthly charge must be remitted in order to access
the full functionality of the system. Similar to the
monitoring fees of your home security system, these
subscription charges can change and your system
will only be fully operational when your account is
paid in full. Ask about any monthly charges and
make sure you understand your obligations when
signing a contract with any home automation
company.

·

powering off appliances and computers when
the house is empty

·

monitoring your energy usage and offering
comparisons based on seasons, time of day and
other useful data

A home automation system can also help to keep
your home secure, providing peace of mind while
you are away for the day or on an extended vacation.
With direct access to your home monitoring system,
either through your smart phone or laptop, you can
even operate an intercom or answer the doorbell
with an audible signal that detracts burglars.
Cons of Investing in a Home Automation System
Perhaps the biggest issue with this electrical upgrade
is functionality. Depending on the type or brand that
you install, it may or may not do all of the above
functions. Several products offer limited
combinations, such as automation of your lighting,
climate control, door bells and security, without
offering access to your home entertainment or
irrigation system. Find out exactly what is offered in
the package before spending your hard earned

Because this type of residential electrical system
operates on power, it is vulnerable to outages and
brown outs. Consider how dependent your family
will be on this system and try to come up with a back
up plan should the power go down. Brown outs
continue to be an issue in certain states and heavy
storms have resulted in lengthy outages across the
country. Be prepared.
These systems also operate via the Internet, accessing
stored data through a cloud and communicating
with various electrical systems in your home through
wifi. If your Internet service is spotty or unreliable,
this type of system may not work well.
For greater convenience and a higher level of control
within the electrical system of your home, consider
home automation systems. But be aware that these
products have limitations and your property or
lifestyle may not be well suited with brands on the
market today. Talk to a knowledgeable contractor
and get a feel for the pros and cons of electrical home
automation systems before making the investment in
this rising technology.
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